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Executive Summary   

 

The predominant factors of the brief for Parson’s Close Recreation Ground include: 

 

• The creation of an inclusive destination, adventure playground 

• To meet the needs of local families and wider community 

• Which creates an inclusive play space, delivering playful opportunities for all abilities. 

• And, through its development creates something truly special, which complements the 

recent additions to Parson’s Close. 

Our proposal for Parson’s Close Recreation Ground will maximise the substantial investment by 
Leighton-Linslade Town Council and will provide: 

 

• A stimulating play environment 

• A play area allowing children of all ages to play together using our unique portfolio of play 

equipment  

• Equipment catering for children of all abilities and individual confidence levels including a 

multi-unit that enables all children no matter their ability to reach height. 

• A play area that is robust with minimal maintenance requirements providing a play 

experience lasting for generations 

• A play space that the community will be proud to adopt. 

Through considered consultation with Leighton-Linslade Town Council some of the many areas we 

specifically focussed on were: 

A ‘WOW’ factor fully inclusive multi-unit for a diverse range of users 

 

We have designed a fully inclusive play area for this destination park including a ‘WOW’ factor 

bespoke multi-unit reaching a total height of 7.8m. The unit has been designed to complement the 

existing site by using autumnal colours and the use of natural materials such as timber post and 

panels.  Each element of the multi-unit has been designed to maximise play value, providing exciting 

new challenges for the novice user while building their confidence levels, with flexibility to evolve with 

user increased ability levels allowing boundaries to be explored and tested.  

The unit provides endless opportunities to explore, challenge and interact. With a wheelchair 

accessible ramp providing access to many play features including a 360º platform enabling children 

no matter their ability to play at height. This unit really does offer a fantastic opportunity for all 

children, of all ability levels to engage, play and have fun together. 

 

  

 
 
 
Please note as this unit is completely bespoke, and because of the unique flexibility of our UniPlay 
range, if there are any features that you would like to change such as height, colour or materials 
including the slide then please let us know and our inhouse design team will work with you to provide 
your perfect creation.  

96 Individual Play Elements 
and experiences

Catering for over 100 number  
of users



 
An example of the colour pallet we have chosen for Parson’s Close Recreation Ground multi-unit is 
shown below 

 

Palmer Park 
Reading Borough Council 

Inclusive Multi-Unit Manufactured By Hags 2020 
 

Suitability for all ages providing Challenging, Dynamic and Engaging 
opportunities  

 

It is important to provide a play area that can evolve with the community throughout the generations. 

Our proposed design caters for children of all ages, providing endless opportunities for play with 

varying challenge levels to suit the ‘first time explorer’ to the ‘seasoned adventurer’.  

We have positioned equipment in zones appropriate to the challenge that they provide. Items of 

equipment designed with the toddler user in mind have been assembled around a role play road with 

graphics. The subtle use of bold colours with natural materials offers a fun, inclusive play area that 

blends with the surrounding environment. Dynamic equipment for juniors including the exhilarating 

Zipwire, Titan five arm swing have been located next to the main fenced play area to provide another 

zone of play for juniors to interact with each other while not intimidating younger, less confident users.  

If the council’s preference is for the Zipwire and Titan to be located inside the fenced area then this 

can be accommodated.  

A proposal that offers Inclusivity and Accessibility throughout 

 

HAGS believe that everyone, regardless of their age, physical and mental ability should have access 

to a fully inclusive play area. 

We have designed Parson’s Close Recreation Ground to avoid segregation and encouraged all the 

community to play together using specifically developed items including  

• The inclusive multi-unit featuring a wheelchair ramp and 360º platform 

• The inclusive Titan  

• Basket swing 

• Cozy Cocoon’s  



• Mirage fully inclusive swing 

• Wheelchair sensory tactile path and bridge  

• Accessible sand diggers 

• Play panels offering varied play experiences and challenge levels. 

 

Parson’s Close Recreation Ground already ticks many boxes of what a local space should offer to all 

abilities an example of this is the accessible changing pods. Therefore, as part of the proposal HAGS 

have included a PIPA (Plan Inclusive Play Areas) assessment to be undertaken upon project 

completion. This provides Parson’s Close the opportunity to be identified as a recognised inclusive 

play space. A template of the PIPA scoring accreditation document is Appendix 6 which can be filled 

in with HAGS and Leighton-Linslade Town Council on completion. 

 

This will also include a ‘PIPA’ inclusive play sign for the play area, identifying to visitors that the play 

area is recognised as inclusive, also will also feature online on the Inclusive PIPA map. 

 

 
 

A proposal that includes robust materials  

 

The equipment within our design features HAGS engineered slow grown pine wood and robust 8mm 

construction grade steel. It has been finished using a mostly natural autumnal colour pallet to blend in 

with the surrounding environment providing a bespoke, high quality and visually compelling play 

space that the community will want to come back to time and time again, and because the equipment 

offers progressive play challenges, and is manufactured using the highest quality materials, it will 

provide a lifetime of fun, low maintenance, play experiences and memories to the community. 

Added Value 

It is important to us that we offer you a value turnkey solution for Parson’s Close Recreation Ground, 

therefore to further enhance our proposal, we would like to offer Leighton-Linslade Town Council 

some extra FREE of charge features as part of our overall proposal. Further details are shown in the 

quotation but in summary include: 

 



• 2 x Mirage Seat Harness’s – Which can be used in conjunction with the HAGS Mirage Swing 

Seat, featured on our ‘Titan’ swing. These can either be retained by the Town Council or 

gifted to those who would most benefit from within the Community e.g. the Freddie & Friends 

Sunshine Group. 

 
• Site opening package – To help support the grand unveiling and official opening of the new 

play space HAGS would like to offer its support to the event with: 

 

✓ Attendance/Support by HAGS Area Manager 

✓ Banners, bunting and balloons to help decorate the newly finished project 

✓ Party bags for up to 100 children in attendance  

 

 
 

• PIPA (Plan Inclusive Play Area) Accreditation – As detailed above 

 

 

In Summary 
 
HAGS will ensure that we deliver to you and your community:  
 

• An Inclusive, destination, adventure play facility which provides ‘Wow’ factor and which is 

renowned as an exceptional play space. 

 

• Offering opportunities for all generations of local families and the wider community, of all 

abilities to enjoy and call their own 

 
 

• Engaging and enriching the lives of children regardless of ability through considered and 

meaningful play design and associated equipment. 

HAGS will ensure that you have a service offering that:  

 



• Provides a hassle-free design consultation period and installation programme through a 

highly experienced and skilled team of individuals 

 

• Ensures the highest quality of product through precision engineering and manufacturing 

which will last a lifetime 

 

• Gives unrivalled aftercare with ‘on-hand’ spare parts, technical advice and support. 

 
 

On behalf of HAGS I would like to thank you for the opportunity to provide a proposal for this very 

exciting project and would love the chance to discuss further how our solution can work with the 

councils and communities aspirations, to provide a truly bespoke inclusive, destination play area that 

will inspire all generations. 

If you require any further information or clarification in relation to this design or any part of our 

proposals, please do not hesitate to contact me.   

Yours sincerely, 

Jilly Saunders 

 

Area Sales Manager 

T: 07841 806424 

E: JSaunders@hags.co.uk 

 

 

 

 

mailto:JSaunders@hags.co.uk
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Design 

Design Plan 
Please see thumbnail below and in Appendix 4 
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Visualisations 
Please see thumbnail below and in Appendix 5 
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Itemised Quotation 

HAGS Itemised Quotation 

B&R Other

Breakout and remove equipment from site: -

5 benches 
• 2 picnic benches 
• 4 seat swing (2.4) 
• Roundabout  
• 3 springy 
• 3 spinner 
• 1 toddler unit 
• 1 junior unit 
• 1 toddler trail 
• 1 runway 
• 2 free ride 
• 1 wicksteed pyramid  
• 1 canter leaver swing

£2,455.17

Item Total £2,455.17

B&R 60mm Wet Pour

Breakout and remove from site 60m2 of 60mm 
wet pour

£1,792.00

Item Total £1,792.00

B&R 45mm Wet Pour

Breakout and remove from site 5m2 of  45mm wet 
pour

£125.00

Item Total £125.00
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B&R up to 40mm Wet Pour

Breakout and remove from site wet pour: 83m2 of 
40mm; 40m2 of 30mm; 27m2 of 25mm; 55m2 of 
20mm.

£4,715.00

Item Total £4,715.00

B&R Block Edging

Breakout and remove from site from site 541m of 
PCC edging

£7,574.00

Item Total £7,574.00

B&R 150mm MOT Type 1

Breakout and remove from site 107m2 of 150mm 
MOT Type 1

£1,712.00

Item Total £1,712.00

B&R up to 20mm MOT Type 1

Breakout and remove from site 96m2 of up to 
20mm MOT Type 1

£768.00

Item Total £768.00
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SP6767 Bespoke Inclusive UniPlay Unit

PRODUCT FEATURES 
This bespoke Uni Play designed specifically for Parsons Close Recreations 
Ground is a giant entertaining Multi Unit guaranteed to inspire children of all 
ages and abilities to explore the many activities included. Children will be 
able to climb, slide, Jump, run and wheel around the different levels. Once at 
the top, they can choose to slide down the steep tunnelled tubular slide, 

offering a real sense of excitement
 

USERS 
Age range: 5+ 
No. of users: 75+

INSTALLATION
Cast in Place
 

PLAY VALUE

 

PRICING 
Supply 1 no. Bespoke Inclusive Uni- Play SP6767

Installation Hard Dig 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

£128,205.00

£22,000.00

Item Total £150,205.00
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Spinmee Inc. Roundabout Colour Collection 6 - (CAR-SP2(006))

PRODUCT FEATURES
The Spinmee Inclusive Roundabout is accessible to those with mobility 
impairments as well as wheelchair users. Its rotating base is flush with the 
surrounding safety surface allowing for easy transition between the surfaces. The 
design of the roundabout allows for both seated and standing users while also 
featuring 2 locations that can securely accommodate wheelchairs.

EQUIPMENT DIMENSIONS
m (L x W x H): 2.05 x 2.05 x 0.80

USERS
Age range: 4+
No. of users: 4

INSTALLATION
Minimum concrete volume cu. m: 0.35
Cast in Place

SURFACE & SPACE REQUIRED
Max Free Fall height -m: 1.00
Falling Space area – sq.m: 28.28
Min wet pour area – sq.m: 27.00

PLAY VALUE

PRICING
Supply 1 No. Spinmee Inclusive Roundabout

Soft Dig Installation

£5,850.00

£780.00

Item Total £6,630.00
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2.4m Basket Swing + 2Seat Colour Collection 8 - (SWO24B2(008))

PRODUCT FEATURES
HAGS 2.4m high Basket Seat and additional 2 swing seat bays allows children to 
experience different swing experiences and encourages greater inclusivity with 
children of differing ability levels playing together safely. All HAGS  swings can be 
fitted with the unique Mirage Swing Seat - suitable for all abilities with the optional 
seat harness. Swings are beneficial for physical, social and cognitive 
development. This combination accomodates expanding skill levels as the 
children push their own boundaries forward.

EQUIPMENT DIMENSIONS
m (L x W x H): 7.20 x 2.23 x 2.40

USERS
Age range: 2+
No. of users: 7

INSTALLATION
Cast in Place

SURFACE & SPACE REQUIRED
Max Free Fall height -m: 1.47
Falling Space area – sq.m: 42.50
Min wet pour area – sq.m: 42.50

PLAY VALUE

PRICING
Supply 1 No. 2.4m Olympic Swing Basket + 2 Seat

Supply 2 No. Flat Seat

Hard Dig Installation

£3,320.00

£300.00

£851.00

Item Total £4,471.00
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UniMini Morian (Wood) Park - Green Panels - (HAG8047679)

PRODUCT FEATURES
The UniMini Morian tower is designed for young children aged 2+ and above. 
With many essential play features, children can enjoy an imaginative and safe 
playing experience. The sloping climbing wall with colourful fruit shaped grips is 
provides a little challenge to help users build up their strength and coordination. 
Social interaction is further encouraged with the use of the Shop frame under the 
main unit. Children can also climb and slide within the unit.

EQUIPMENT DIMENSIONS
m (L x W x H): 4.0 x 2.0 x 2.4

USERS
Age range: 2+
No. of users: 5

INSTALLATION
Sunken Foundation

SURFACE & SPACE REQUIRED
Max Free Fall height -m: 1.00
Falling Space area – sq.m: 28.00
Min wet pour area – sq.m: 29.00

PLAY VALUE

PRICING
Supply 1 No. UniMini Morian (Wood)

Hard Dig Installation

£4,430.00

£895.00

Item Total £5,325.00
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SP6800 - Special UniMini Unit

PRODUCT FEATURES

The bespoke play unit is equipped with adventure! The net bridge sways and 
creates a sense of challenge, and the scramble net tests co-ordination skills. 
Imaginative and interactive play is promoted with the Letter game, Telescope, 
Ships wheel and even the cooker and shop panels. This play unit is filled with 
activities! 
 

USERS
Age range: 2+
No. of users: 15+ 
 

PLAY VALUE

 

 
 

PRICING 
Supply 1 no. Bespoke SP6800 Unimini Unit 

 

Installation Hard Dig

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

£14,820.00

£2,521.00

Item Total £17,341.00
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Sand Surprise Treasure set of 4 items - (X-SST)

PRODUCT FEATURES
Avast me hearties, down from the rigging and get digging. There’s pirate treasure 
and more buried in the sands of this tropical island. Firmly bolted to the base of 
this sand play area are four durable ‘prizes’ for young buccaneers to seek out – 
the scary skull and crossbones, the lookout’s telescope, a compass to guide by 
and the ultimate quest, the gold doubloons.

Recommended to be purchased with the Sand Treasure Map Panel X-SSM(001).

USERS
Age range: 2+
No. of users: 4

PLAY VALUE

PRICING
Soft Dig Installation

Supply 1 No. Sand Treasures

£166.00

£110.00

Item Total £276.00
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Accessible E-Z Digger - (PWS-ZZXX0421)

PRODUCT FEATURES

Little ones can dig in the sand as they pretend to be a construction worker. 
Features 360º rotation and dual hand controls. Also available in non-accessible 
version. Made of durable steel and aluminium. 

USERS
No. of users: 1 
Age Range: 5+

PLAY VALUE

PRICING
Supply 2 No. Accessible E-Z Diggers 

 
Installation into Soft Dig

£1,460.00 

£838.62

Item Total £2,298.62
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Fossil Jam - (PWS-ZZXX0061)

PRODUCT FEATURES

Diggables bring a new element of discovery to sandboxes. Creates an excavation 
adventure where kids can unearth replicas of dinosaur bones and fossils. Adults 
will appreciate the fact that Diggables are built to withstand eons of play 
sessions. Made of super-durable PolyFiberCrete®, so they will withstand tough 
play and harsh weather. Fossil Jam is a half sphere with fossils of bones, shells, 
plants and more. Diggables can be surface-mounted and are available in two 
other formations: Raptor Rock Head and Raptor Rock Tail. 

USERS
No. of users: 2 
Age Range: 3+

PLAY VALUE

PRICING
Supply 1 No. Fossil Jam 

 
Installation into Soft Dig

£465.00 

£200.00

Item Total £665.00
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Sandpit Danny - (HAG8013590)

PRODUCT FEATURES
The Sandpit Danny is great for both interactive and individual play. The sand 
table contains a large sieve used during sand playing activities, adding an 
element of fun to the playground.

EQUIPMENT DIMENSIONS
m (L x W x H): 1.44 x 1.4

USERS
Age range: 2+
No. of users: 3

INSTALLATION
Sunken Foundation

PLAY VALUE

PRICING
Supply 1 No. Danny

Soft Dig Installation

£1,475.00

£130.00

Item Total £1,605.00
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Cozy Cocoon Revolve Free standing Spinning - (PWS-ZZXX0483)

PRODUCT FEATURES
Fun for all children, but especially designed for those with autism spectrum 
disorders. Enclosed space for a child to escape the playground when over 
stimulated. Interior textures & molded-in features for tactile exploration. Windows 
on both sides for adult visibility. Helpful grips provide easier entrance/exits for 
child.

EQUIPMENT DIMENSIONS
m (L x W x H): 0.89 x 0.84 x 1.22

USERS
Age range: 2+
No. of users: 3

INSTALLATION
Cast in Place

SURFACE & SPACE REQUIRED
Max Free Fall height -m: 1.22
Min wet pour area – sq.m: 14.00

PLAY VALUE

PRICING
Supply 2 No. Cozy Cocoons Revolve Free standing Spinning

Soft Dig Installation

£4,170.00

£828.00

Item Total £4,998.00
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Tactile Topiary IP308 - (INCL-IP308)

PRODUCT FEATURES
Tactile Topiary play panel has been designed to create a sensory feature with a 
variety of different tactile experiences. The spinning and moving counters are 
great for developing coordination and practicing fine motor skills which many 
children who undertake play therapies often practice.

USERS
No. of users: 2 
Age Range: 3+ 
 
 

PLAY VALUE

PRICING
Supply 1 No. Tactile Topiary IP308 

Installation into Soft Dig

£1,249.29 
 

£206.90 

Item Total £1,456.19
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Fun Reflection IP305 - (INCL-IP305)

PRODUCT FEATURES
Fun Reflection wobbly mirrors add a fun, visual element into any play space. Fun 
Reflections distorts the world around; nothing seems normal which helps to 
challenge perceptions. Mirrors are a fantastic way for children to watch 
movement and become more aware of themselves and the people around them.

USERS 
No. of users: 2 
Age Range: 3+

PLAY VALUE

PRICING
Supply 1 No. Fun Reflection IP305 

 
Installation into Soft Dig

£1,249.29 

£200.00

Item Total £1,449.29
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Colourfly IP304 - (INCL-IP304)

PRODUCT FEATURES
Colourfly provides fantastic visual stimulation allowing children to look through 
the coloured wings to see their environment a little differently. Users can control 
how they change their view and interact with their surroundings. Just because 
the play is less hectic doesn’t mean it isn’t valuable. 
This play panel is perfectly suited for all play spaces but is great for creating 
quiet zones within a space to allow children a little time out, away from a noisy, 
busy play space which some children can find overwhelming and intimidating.

USERS
No. of users: 2 
Age Range:3+ 
 
 

PLAY VALUE

 

PRICING
Supply 1 No. Colourfly IP304

Installation into Soft Dig

£1,249.29
£200.00

Item Total £1,449.29
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Up and over wide bridge

PRODUCT FEATURES

The Up & Over bridge provides a sense of adventure and exciting movement 
on foot or on wheels! 

 

USERS
Age range: 2+
No. of users: 1 

PLAY VALUE

 
PRICING 

Supply 1 no. Up and over wide bridge

Installation Hard Dig

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

£2,900.00 
 

£165.52

Item Total £3,065.52
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Grolly Springer (green) 1 seater - (HAG8044733)

PRODUCT FEATURES
The Grolly springer is fun, colourful and full of excitement.  Springers form an 
integral part of themed play and their simple, vivid design encourages 
imaginative games and story-telling, as well as stimulating exercise.  Springers 
have delighted many generations of children and the Grolly springer is a fantastic 
product to add to any playground!  
Double HPL sides ensure that smaller children are safe and well supported 
during their ride.  Installation is quick and easy, with an anchoring system that 
allows simple maintenance and easy replacement of the product.

EQUIPMENT DIMENSIONS
m (L x W x H): 0.66 0.38 x 0.8

USERS
Age range: 2+
No. of users: 1

INSTALLATION
Cast in Place

SURFACE & SPACE REQUIRED
Max Free Fall height -m: 0.60
Falling Space area – sq.m: 7.20
Min wet pour area – sq.m: 7.50

PLAY VALUE

PRICING
Supply 1 No. Grolly Springer

Hard Dig Installation

£690.00

£226.00

Item Total £916.00
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Anky Springer (with backrest) 2 seater - (HAG8049898)

PRODUCT FEATURES
The two-seater springer is an exciting take on a classic playground staple and its 
sleek, contemporary look will add value to any play area. It is also a simple and 
inexpensive way to add imaginative features to a playground and it can be used 
to complement a themed multi-play unit. 
The fun shape and bright colours stimulate children’s imagination and encourage 
them to engage in role play. Two children can play side by side, which promotes 
social interaction and co-operation. Its side and back panels provide toddlers with 
additional support and ensure that children of different abilities can enjoy the 
gentle rocking motion and develop gross motor skills. 
Quick and easy to install, it comes with an anchoring system that allows easy 
replacement and facilitates maintenance. All parts can be recycled.

EQUIPMENT DIMENSIONS
m (L x W x H): 0.7 x 0.75 x 0.8

USERS
Age range: 2+
No. of users: 2

INSTALLATION
Sunken Foundation

SURFACE & SPACE REQUIRED
Max Free Fall height -m: 0.60
Falling Space area – sq.m: 6.50
Min wet pour area – sq.m: 7.00

PLAY VALUE

PRICING
Supply 1 No. Anky Springer

Soft Dig Installation

£1,020.00

£207.00

Item Total £1,227.00
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Springtime Multi-User See Saw, Colour Collection 1 - (SPMNS(001))

PRODUCT FEATURES
Our new, inclusive, Springtime multi user seesaw gives children of differing ability 
the chance to enjoy this wonderful see saw experience together. Its nature theme 
excites young imaginations and encourages children to jump on for a ride.
Designed to accommodate up to 8 children, the Springtime Multi User Seesaw 
offers 2 seating positions which are easily accessible.  It also features a central 
seating platform for the more adventurous child.  Its organic curved styling is 
visually pleasing and comfortable to use with no hard edges and the platform is 
designed with built in hand holds allowing children to hold on tight and feel secure 
during the ride.

EQUIPMENT DIMENSIONS
m (L x W x H): 2.88 x 0.88 x 0.70

USERS
Age range: 2+
No. of users: 8

INSTALLATION
Minimum concrete volume cu. m: 0.45
Cast in Place

SURFACE & SPACE REQUIRED
Max Free Fall height -m: 0.80
Falling Space area – sq.m: 13.50
Min wet pour area – sq.m: 14.50

PLAY VALUE

PRICING
Supply 1 No. Optional Backrest - Springtime Multi-user Seesaw

Supply 1 No. Springtime Multi-user Seesaw

Soft Dig Installation

£145.00

£3,165.00

£378.00

Item Total £3,688.00
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Swirl-Whirl Spinner 200201870 + Fixings - (RA403S)

PRODUCT FEATURES
This playground experience will set you in a spin. Swirl Whirl is one of the seven 
roundabouts in the Popular play range that is purpose designed for inclusivity of 
play. It is a low mounted, revolving seat which is accessible to able and disabled 
children alike to enjoy fun, solo play.

EQUIPMENT DIMENSIONS
m (L x W x H): 0.420 x 0.370 x 0.550

USERS
Age range: 2+
No. of users: 1

SURFACE & SPACE REQUIRED
Max Free Fall height -m: 0.55
Min wet pour area – sq.m: 7.00

PLAY VALUE

PRICING
Supply 1 No. Swirl Whirl

Soft Dig Installation

£455.00

£156.00

Item Total £611.00
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2.4m Olympic Swing 4 Seat Colour Collection 8 - (SWO244(008))

PRODUCT FEATURES
Whilst playing equipment has progressed and evolved immeasurably over the 
years, there are some classic pieces of equipment that will always remain 
popular and important in any play-scheme. HAGS range of stylish Olympic  
swings will be a great addition to every play area. This 2.4m high 4 seat swing 
frame featuring ‘anti-wrap’ bearings on the cross beam to prevent the swing seats 
and chains becoming wrapped around themselves, making the swings unusable. 
A variety of seat options are available for this frame making it suitable for very 
young children as well as providing a great environment for children to interact 
and develop socially. All HAGS swings can be fitted with the unique Mirage 
Swing Seat - suitable for all abilities with the optional seat harness. Beneficial to 
the muscles in the arms, torso and legs, and an excellent example of locomotor 
play, the swing remains important to a child’s physical development. It also 
requires adult intervention for the very young, encouraging interaction during 
play, making for a very positive bonding experience.

EQUIPMENT DIMENSIONS
m (L x W x H): 7.50 x 2.23 x 2.40

USERS
Age range: 2+
No. of users: 4

INSTALLATION
Cast in Place

SURFACE & SPACE REQUIRED
Max Free Fall height -m: 1.47
Falling Space area – sq.m: 45.76
Min wet pour area – sq.m: 46.00

PLAY VALUE

PRICING
Supply 1 No. 2.4m Olympic Swing  4 Seat Frame

Supply 2 No. Cradle Seat

Supply 1 No. Mirage Seat

Supply 1 No. Tango Seat with 8mm Galvanised Chains, 2.4m high

Hard Dig Installation

£2,355.00

£410.00

£450.00

£465.00

£725.00

Item Total £4,405.00
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Vertical Xylophone (Arch Frame)

Supply 1 no. An 8 note xylophone made from 
extremely durable FSC certified hardwood. The 
keys are strung on PVC coated stainless steel 
cables within the elegant arched timber frame. 
Produces warm, marimba-like tones. Playable 
from both sides. Suitable for use with loose or 
tethered beaters.

Installation Hard Dig

£1,850.00

£171.00

Item Total £2,021.00

Pipe Drums (Timber Frame)

Supply 1 no. A set of 5 accurately tuned drums 
built from robust plastic pipe. Available in black or 
blue and mounted on a curved frame. Playable 
by hand, with all-round access. Produces a 
bright, resonant sound that will appeal to all ages. 
Supplied with galvanised steel anchors for 
concreting into the ground.

Installation Hard Dig

£1,565.00

£228.00

Item Total £1,793.00
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Pulford Road Play Sign

Supply 1 no. Road Sign £163.00

Item Total £163.00

Grove Road Play Sign

Supply 1 no. Road Sign £163.00

Item Total £163.00

Petrol Pump

Supply 1 no. Petrol Pump Play Panel

Installation Hard Dig

£348.00

£120.00

Item Total £468.00

Panel Post Install HD

Road Signs & Petrol Pump Post Install HD £552.00

Item Total £552.00
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Single UP Wooden Post incl. Panel Fixings - (HAG8061942)

Supply 6 No. A single wooden UniPlay post and 
fixings to allow your panel to be free standing for the 
Road Signs and Petrol Pump.

£720.00

Item Total £720.00

Mound

Supply Mound for over Tunnel 46m³ of subsoil; 43m² 
of topsoil & turf 

£5,788.00

Item Total £5,788.00

Tunnel under Mound

Supply 1 no. Tunnel 

Installation Soft Dig

£736.00

£165.00

Item Total £901.00

Timber Mound Retainers

Supply & Install Vertical Timber Sleepers to retain 
mound

£3,192.00

Item Total £3,192.00
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Timber Entrance Archway

Supply 1 no. Engraved Timber Archway, includes 
engraving to both sides. 

(Engraving to be specified by Leighton-
Linslade Town Council) 

Soft Dig Installation

£893.00

£120.00

Item Total £1,013.00
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MANTIS Zipwire- 20m with ramp for concrete - (HS8064713(08))

PRODUCT FEATURES
Cable rides and zip wires have always been very popular with children of all 
ages as it encourages energetic play, offers a thrilling ride with an element of 
competition if desired and is highly stimulating. This MANTIS model is 20 metres 
in length, complete with a launch platform, pommel seat and spring loaded 
buffer mechanism. Mantis is constructed from structural grade steel and also 
features an easy tensioning mechanism that does not require any dismantling or 
specialist tools.

EQUIPMENT DIMENSIONS
m (L x W x H): 24.94 x 3.25 x 3.97

USERS
Age range: 5+
No. of users: 2

INSTALLATION
Minimum concrete volume cu. m: 6.98
Cast in Place

SURFACE & SPACE REQUIRED
Max Free Fall height -m: 1.50
Min wet pour area – sq.m: 81.00

PLAY VALUE

PRICING

Supply 1 No. Mantis Zipwire

Soft Dig Installation

Supply 32 No. Grassmat tiles 

Grassmat Installation

£6,435.00

£2,483.00

£1,168.00

£480.00

Item Total £10,566.00
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Nexus Viper - Rope Swing Colour Collection 6 - (DSVIP(006))

PRODUCT FEATURES
Viper has it all, a giant in-line rope swing that has its roots in the self-made 
swings of yesteryear, combining balancing, swinging and rocking movements 
with play interaction.
Unlike traditional swings it requires teamwork and balance, Viper promotes 
cooperative play and is an excellent example of loco-motor play.  It is challenging 
and exciting to a wide group of ages and abilities. Viper’s simple construction and 
lack of moving parts mean it is very reliable and virtually maintenance free.
With its dramatic styling and arched supports Viper is very imposing and is an 
excellent anchor item for any playground or will breathe new life into an existing 
play area.

EQUIPMENT DIMENSIONS
m (L x W x H): 8.04 x 2.84 x 3.61

USERS
Age range: 6+
No. of users: 6

INSTALLATION
Cast in Place

SURFACE & SPACE REQUIRED
Max Free Fall height -m: 1.50
Falling Space area – sq.m: 44.07
Min wet pour area – sq.m: 31.00

PLAY VALUE

PRICING
Supply 1 No. Viper

Soft Dig Installation

£5,350.00

£1,690.00

Item Total £7,040.00
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GRASSMATT FR SURFACING FLAME RETARDANT1.5Mtx1Mt - 
(RP400S)

Supply 10 No. Grassmat tiles

Install grass mat

£365.00

£150.00

Item Total £515.00
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Titan Colour Collection 8 - (CAR-TAN(008))

PRODUCT FEATURES
Titan is a thrilling and fast moving adventure inspired by a fairground ride. Its 
unique five-arm tilted overhead design gives it an unusual and exhilarating flying 
sensation - that added edge that children are looking for today.
Titan stimulates and physically challenges its users whilst encouraging social 
interaction; team work is essential as children must cooperate and work together 
for maximum speed and enjoyment.
Five different swing and seating options appeal to users with different abilities 
and approaches to their play, including: T Bar Hanger, the most difficult way to 
ride as the user must jump up to reach and hang on only by their hands, Rope 
Ladder which can be used sitting or standing, two Pendulum  Button seats for an 
easy sit down ride and our fully supportive Mirage seat making Titan an inclusive 
piece of active play equipment that offers real excitement and delight to older 
children seeking dynamic group play. HAGS recommend using 3 Pendulum 
Seats, 1 Mirage Seat and 1 Rope Ladder for the majority of play areas. Images of 
the T Bar can be provided, please note this offers a hard challenge.

EQUIPMENT DIMENSIONS
m (L x W x H): Ø3.90 X 3.12

USERS
Age range: 6+
No. of users: 5

INSTALLATION
Cast in Place

SURFACE & SPACE REQUIRED
Max Free Fall height -m: 1.50
Falling Space area – sq.m: 111.00
Min wet pour area – sq.m: 82.00

PLAY VALUE
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PRICING
Supply 1 No. Rope Ladder

Supply 2 No. Pendulum Seat

Soft Dig Installation

Supply 20 No. Grassmat tiles

Grassmat Installation

Supply 1 No. Titan Frame

Supply 1 No. T Bar Hanger

Supply 1 No. Mirage Seat

£200.00

£382.00

£1,379.00

£730.00

£300.00

£5,685.00

£125.00

£450.00

Item Total £9,251.00
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Ekeby Seat - (V-8037002)

PRODUCT FEATURES
The provision of adequate furnishing for all play areas is an important 
consideration. Adults can relax while their children can play and socialise un-
interrupted. The Ekeby range is a simple yet stylish range of furniture that is both 
eye catching and durable. It is ideal for landscaped or rural areas, but can also 
look good in an urban environment.

EQUIPMENT DIMENSIONS
m (L x W x H): 1.80 x 0.60 x 0.80

INSTALLATION
Cast in Place

PRICING
Supply 2 No. Ekeby Seats

Hard Dig Installation

£804.00

£216.00

Item Total £1,020.00
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Ekeby Picnic Table - (V-8037026)

PRODUCT FEATURES
The provision of adequate furnishing for all play areas is an important 
consideration. Adults can relax while their children can play and socialise un-
interrupted. The Ekeby range is a simple yet stylish range of furniture that is both 
eye catching and durable. It is ideal for landscaped or rural areas, but can also 
look good in an urban environment.

EQUIPMENT DIMENSIONS
m (L x W x H): 1.30 x 0.62 x 0.71

INSTALLATION
Cast in Place

PRICING
Supply 4 No. Ekeby Picnic Tables

Hard Dig Installation

£1,248.00

£432.00

Item Total £1,680.00
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Ekeby Bench - (V-8037101)

PRODUCT FEATURES
The provision of adequate furnishing for all play areas is an important 
consideration. Adults can relax while their children can play and socialise un-
interrupted. The Ekeby range is a simple yet stylish range of furniture that is both 
eye catching and durable. It is ideal for landscaped or rural areas, but can also 
look good in an urban environment.

EQUIPMENT DIMENSIONS
m (L x W x H): 1.80 x 0.37 x 0.45

INSTALLATION
Cast in Place

PRICING
Supply 8 No. Ekeby Benches

Hard Dig Installation

£1,976.00

£864.00

Item Total £2,840.00
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Excavation to 120mm & cart away spoil (SD)

Soft dig excavation to 120mm & cart away spoil - 
460m2

£5,060.00

Item Total £5,060.00

Geotextile Membrane

Supply and install 460m2 of geotextile membrane £1,380.00

Item Total £1,380.00

70mm MOT type 1

Supply and install 460m2 of 70mm MOT type 1 £7,820.00

Item Total £7,820.00
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Excavation to 140mm & cart away spoil (SD)

Soft dig excavation to 140mm & cart away spoil - 
125m2

£1,625.00

Item Total £1,625.00

Geotextile Membrane

Supply and install 125m2 of geotextile membrane £375.00

Item Total £375.00

100mm MOT type 1

Supply and install 125m2 of 100mm MOT type 1 £2,875.00

Item Total £2,875.00

PCC Edging

Supply and install 159m of 915 x 150 x 50 PCC 
edging

£3,895.50

Item Total £3,895.50
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Subsoil

Supply & lay 11m3 of subsoil to fill after removals £693.00

Item Total £693.00

Topsoil & Turf

Supply & lay 107m2 of 50mm topsoil & turf to 
make good after removals

£1,712.00

Item Total £1,712.00

Play sand

Play sand coverage approx 10m2 area size 
96m2

£1,573.00

Item Total £1,573.00

Excavation of sandpit

Excavation of sandpit £1,070.34

Item Total £1,070.34
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Retainer for sand pit

Supply 252 no. Retainer for sand pit

Installation Hard Dig

£1,893.79

£2,604.14

Item Total £4,497.93

Stone Fossil casts

Supply 5 no. Fossil sculptures to be installed into 
the sand

Hard Dig Installation

£285.70

£551.70

Item Total £837.40

Leaf stepping stones

Supply 10 no. Concrete leaf stepping stones £171.30

Item Total £171.30
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Fossil stepping stones

Supply 5 no. Fossil stepping stones £128.50

Item Total £128.50

Cobbles

Supply and install 150 no. Yellow Limestone 
Cobbles (200X100MM)

£245.71

Item Total £245.71

900 x 200 logs

Supply 4 no. 900 x 200 logs £82.72

Item Total £82.72

Installation into Soft Dig

Installation of Sensory Path into Soft Dig £620.69

Item Total £620.69
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Refurb Roundabout

Rubdown and repaint roundabout
Painting Specification - 
1. Prepare by means of manual abrasion to 
remove loose and flaking paint.
2. Abrade surfaces to provide key.
3. Apply to rusted areas, 1 no. spot coat of 
Sigmacover 2 rust tolerant epoxy primer.
4. Following which Spot coat any bare galvanise 
using the finishing system.
5. Apply 2 no. coats of Vinadac Solvent Bourne 
Acrylic to all surfaces.                              
(Painting of stainless steel, galvanised finish steel, 
plastic, HDPE or HPL not included)

£373.00

Item Total £373.00

Planting

Supply Plants for sensory planting area £1,242.00

Item Total £1,242.00

Topsoil & Seed

Supply 70m2 Topsoil and seed for preliminaries 
works area.

£770.00

Item Total £770.00
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Mirage Harnesses

Supply 1 no. 88020701 Mirage Harness for the 
Mirage Seat

FREE OF 
CHARGE

Item Total £.00

Pipa Accreditation

Pipa Accreditation - Following practical completion 
of the new playground in partnership with 
Leighton-Linslade Town Council, HAGS will 
arrange for a PiPA appraisal to be undertaken 
Inclusive Sign is also included.

FREE OF 
CHARGE

Item Total £.00

Site opening package

HAGS will contribute to a play area opening event 
by providing: -  
 

• Attendance/Support by HAGS employees 

• Banners/Bunting and Balloons to help 
decorate the newly finished project 

• Party Bags and refreshments for all 
children in attendance 

FREE OF 
CHARGE

Item Total £.00
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Project Preliminaries 
Carriage charge

Orders with equipment valued below £5,000 carriage is 
charged at 12%. Orders with equipment valued above 
£5,000, carriage is charged at 6%.

£6,000.00

Site Security / Storage / Welfare Facilities

Site Security – As recommended by the Health and Safety 
Executive, 2m high temporary site security fencing will be 
erected whilst all installation works are undertaken, 
including site safety signage.

Site Storage – Supply secure container for duration of the 
works inclusive of site compound management.

Welfare Facilities – Supply suitable welfare facilities for 
the duration of the project in line with the requirements of 
the Construction Design and Management Regulations 
2015 (CDM) 

Skip Allowance 
 

£13,259.00

Post Installation Inspection

RPII Post Installation Inspection £350.00

Preliminaries Total £19,609.00

HAGS Quotation Summary  
 

Quotation sub-total

Less special project discount

£337,566.17

-£82,141.17

Quotation Sub Total
(exclusive of VAT)

£255,425.00
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DCM Surfacing Itemised Quotation 
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HAGS/DCM Overall Quotation Summary  

 

HAGS Quotation sub-total (Including Discount) 
Quotation Ref:   

Q-25515-Q0J9 rev 1                                            

DCM Quotation sub-total 
Quotation Ref: 3238 

£255,425.00

 
 

£42,522.00

Quotation Total
(exclusive of VAT)

£297,947.00*

*Please note the project has come slightly under the allocated budget to provide 
some tolerance for any minor changes, agreements on re-instatement, trackway etc. 
that might be required post contract award. 

Reinstatement
As discussed on site access reinstatement is to be taken care of by others, please note 
depending on weather and ground conditions we would recommend the use of trackway. Please 
contact your HAGS representative for more information. 

Spinmee Roundabout 
This product is partially installed below ground and may require a drainage solution to be provided 
alongside it for site locations that are prone to waterlogging or have poor natural drainage. Unless 
specifically detailed within our cost drainage work is not included in our installation price and can be 
quoted as a separate item to meet the requirements of your site conditions. Please contact HAGS if 
you believe this is a requirement for your project. 

Grass mat Surfacing 
Grass mat surfacing relies on a combination of the product and the existing grass surface to 
achieve its critical fall height. The formation of the grass can vary greatly from location to location. 
These combined critical fall height properties are affected by changes in the weather, moisture and 
compaction of the ground formation, therefore the CFH cannot be guaranteed by certification. 
HAGS strongly recommend the installation of this surfacing product is monitored over time and 
maintained as required.
• Sites that are prone to waterlogging are NOT considered suitable from Grass mat 

surfacing.
• During prolonged periods of dry weather the grass may need watering to sustain its 

growth.
When laid directly onto existing grass the surface will follow the natural contours of the ground, 
unless we have specifically detailed a separate cost to undertake additional preparation/ levelling/ 
turf works. HAGS recommend that the existing sub - soil is assessed by the client, prior to product 
installation, to ensure it is of good quality, without it being impeded by hard solids such as stone, 
brick or tree roots within the top 150mm from the grass surface. 

Grass as a Safety Surface 
In accordance with EN1176 grass may be used for items with a Fall Height of up to 1.5 metres, 
however there must be a site specific risk assessment for this that includes:
• A depth test to 150mm to indicate there are few stones or hard objects in the surface
• Areas of wear or potential wear are strengthened to prevent bare patches
• The use of the grass is monitored and a good sward is maintained at all times

This obviously requires a competent level of work by the playground owner-operator, both now and 
in the future. If you are happy to undertake this and continue to maintain the grass sward, no 
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additional safety surface is necessary. 
However, in our experience grass around popular items of equipment tends to become worn away, 
especially during spells of very dry or very wet weather. The ‘performance’ of grass is also 
dependant on the soil type beneath it. Therefore our advice would be to provide at least a wear pad 
of safety surfacing, especially for dynamic moving items of equipment where the risk of children 
falling is greater than with static equipment. 
Where equipment is installed directly into grass and the free height of fall is between 0.6m and 
1.5m it is the responsibility of the playground operator to ensure that the grass sward is maintained 
in good order. 

Topsoil & Seed aftercare 
Unless specifically detailed within our cost seed will be watered only while our contract teams are 
on site. Upon practical completion care of seeded and reinstated areas is transferred to the 
customer. 
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Warranties and Guarantees 

 
We offer a 12-month defect warranty period for the entire site and replacement parts will be provided 
free of charge for all failures due to normal wear and tear within the warranty period. 
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Quality of Materials 

 

Timber 
 

High quality Nordic pine contains a high proportion of heartwood which naturally comes with a lot of 
resin and is a natural impregnation agent.  

The Timber is first treated with oil, which increases the material’s durability and 
enhances it’s natural appearance. A wood stain primer and finisher are then 
applied to add an additional protective layer and a smooth finish. 

The posts are also designed with stress relief grooves to help stabilize the wood 
and reduce its tendency to split/crack. 

 
All HAGS products are independently certified to EN1176 (Play Equipment) and EN1177 (Safety 
Surfacing) and copies of all our product certification are available upon request. Our in-house 
manufacturing sites in Selby, North Yorkshire (UK), Aneby (Sweden) and Sosnowiec (Poland) give us 
complete control over the quality of materials used, the long guarantees we can offer and the ability to 
offer alternative colour options. HAGS are certified to ISO 14001:2015 Environmental Management 
Standard and ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management Standard. Copies of our certification are available 
on request.  
 
In our design we have used extremely high-quality durable materials. Durability and ease of 
maintenance are a key criteria for this proposal. Most of the equipment we have used in our design is 
steel and timber.   

 

Steel feet make it last longer  

 
All HAGS timber posts have galvanized steel 

footings so the timber itself doesn’t come into direct 

contact with the ground. 

 

Because timber doesn’t directly contact the 

ground the risk of mould contamination or rot is 

reduced and the foundations are easier to 

maintain. 

 
           
 
 
 

 
This feature also eliminates the risk of strimmer damage when the posts are placed onto grass. 

 
All HAGS products are independently certified to EN1176 (Play Equipment) and EN1177 (Safety 

Surfacing) and copies of all our product certification are available upon request. Our in-house 

manufacturing sites in Selby, North Yorkshire (UK), Aneby (Sweden) and Sosnowiec (Poland) give us 

complete control over the quality of materials used, the long guarantees we can offer and the ability to 

offer alternative colour options. HAGS are certified to ISO 14001:2015 Environmental Management 

Standard and ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management Standard. Copies of our certification are available 

on request. 

 
In our design we have used extremely high-quality durable materials. Durability and ease the of 
maintenance are a key criteria for this proposal. Most of the equipment we have used in our design is 
steel and timber.   
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Mild Steel Work, Secondary Steel work and Stainless Steel 
 
Mild steel is the primary material used in our products. Our steel is sourced from a UK supplier direct 

to our UK factory, this reduces the impact upon the environment through unnecessary transportation. 

Before we begin manufacture, approximately 30% of our steel has already been recycled.  

 

All mild steel sections are formed from structural grades and are blast cleaned prior to colour coating.  

All our Steel conforms to the British Standards BSEN: 10210-1, BSEB: 10210-2 & BSEN10088-2. Our 

powder coating system is fully automated and our ‘Extra Life’ finish is certified by Akzo Nobel. 
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Spares 

The availability of spare parts 
  
The customer service team will ensure a smooth, efficient and hassle free dispatch operation of parts 
that you may require. 
 
Our customer service department can be contacted between the hours of 8.45am and 5.30pm Monday 
to Thursday and between 8.45am and 4:00pm on Fridays.  
 
The process is simple. A call or email to our nominated customer service team member (Joshua Frost-
Lunn) will result in a prompt response to bring your playground back into full operation. If you would 
prefer our teams to install the parts then a quotation will be provided and our experienced inspection 
and maintenance team can facilitate the work. 
 
Joshua Frost-Lunn – Spares & Technical Support Advisor 
Tel: 01757 293445  

Email:  
 
Parts are held in both our Egham (Surrey) and Selby (North Yorkshire) warehouses facilitating 
immediate delivery. For those parts that are manufactured in Poland we run a weekly delivery service 
into the UK to ensure this will not create delays in the onward despatch.  
 
HAGS also commit to supporting our ‘older’ products even if the line has been discontinued:  
 

✓ First 5 years after the line has been discontinued –spare parts available within standard lead 

times.  

 
✓ Between 5 - 10 years after discontinuation –certain items may need to be specially sourced or 

manufactured within an extended lead-time.    

  
✓ After 10 years we cannot guarantee that all spares will be available but will assist Reading 

Borough Council where possible with drawings or other information to allow them to source 

items from elsewhere if required. 

 
 

 

mailto:spares@hags.co.uk
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Project Team 

 

The main points of contact for the delivery and installation phase of the contract are: 

Project Manager: Paul Buckley 

Email: PBuckley@hags.co.uk 

Phone: 07887 530938 

Area Sales Manager: Jilly Saunders 

Email: JSaunders@hags.co.uk  

Phone: 07841 806424 

 

The Contract Implementation Process 

Your dedicated Project Manager will be responsible for all matters at the Installation phase including 

the management of sub-contractors, control of the installation programme, health & safety, and 

ultimate successful execution of the contract through to completion and handover. 

Your Project Manager and also Area Sales Manager carry out performance monitoring over all 

aspects of the project, from initial pre start meetings to handover meetings, and during the course of 

the project carry out regular site visits to ensure standards are adhered to, progress is maintained to 

the agreed schedule of works and any potential problems are identified and resolved before they 

arise. 

 

 

Pre-Installation Commencement 

 
Prior to works starting on site the Council will be provided will all necessary documentation including 

but not limited to the contracts Programme of Works, RAMS (Risk Assessments and Method 

Statements), Insurance certification, qualifications, accreditations and tickets as applicable to the 

contract. 

Any matters arising from this documentation will be discussed and addressed at the Contract pre-start 

meeting and where applicable appropriate action taken to the satisfaction of all parties involved prior 

to the commencement of the installation phase. 

 

Use of Sub-Contractors 

 

At this point in time our proposed Sub-Contractors for this project would be; 

Installation – Pro-Scape Burnside, Bury Road, Whepstead, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP29 4SZ 

Wetpour Safety Surfacing – DCM Surfaces Ltd, Leyland, Lancashire 

Post Installation Inspection – The Play Inspection Company Ltd, Poole, Dorset 

  

Prestart Progress Inspect Handover

mailto:PBuckley@hags.co.uk
mailto:JSaunders@hags.co.uk
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Site Security and Welfare 
 
HAGS operate within stringent regulation to H&S matters, safeguarding and compliance for both 
employee and sub-contractor welfare. 
 
For the specific nature of this project, HAGS would propose to Heras Security Fence the complete 
working site perimeter. This would include double clicked 3.5m high, anti-climb steel fencing, along 
with appropriate H&S signage at various internals along the perimeter fence line as can be seen 
illustrated below. 
 
This will prevent public access during the entire duration of the contract build, and only permitted 
representatives from either HAGS or nominated personnel of Leighton-Linslade Town Council, 
wearing the appropriate PPE, will be permitted to enter the working site all of which will be detailed 
within the finalised RAMS. 
 

 
 

Post Installation 
 
Subject to a satisfactory RPII Inspection (undertaken by an independent RPII certified inspector) and 
in agreement by all parties, the site will be formally handed over and the site opened to the public.  
 
A CDM pack will be provided to the council elected officer/s in both electronic and hard copy format 
containing: 
 

✓ Installation Instruction Manuals for all equipment supplied 

✓ Inspection Instruction Manuals for all equipment supplied 

✓ Details of full Warranty/Guarantee certified for all equipment supplied 

✓ As built drawings for the entire site 

 
Generally speaking, this will be utilised by the council’s inspection and maintenance teams to 
effectively and correctly manage and maintain the site/equipment. 
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Programme of Works 

 

The dates of intended tender evaluation and subsequent approved supplier appointment as per the 

tender document supplied are below. 

 

Action Delivery date Responsibility of 

Issue of Invitation To Tender 20/11/2020 
Leighton-Linslade Town 

Council  

Deadline for Tender Submission 15/01/2021 HAGS 

Commencement of work Autumn of 2021 
Leighton-Linslade Town 

Council / HAGS 

Practical completion of works/handover Spring 2022 HAGS  

 
Assuming that these dates of tender evaluation and subsequent contract award are adhered to, we 
have produced a provisional programme of works in line with this. 
 
Please see Appendix 7 for our provisional POW. 

 
 
Please note that for the purposes of our tender return the POW provided is at this stage indicative and 
subject to change subject to dates related to the Contract award/placing of orders, and further 
discussion with Leighton-Linslade Town Council.  
 
NOTE: HAGS will implement a robust and effective programme that will look to mitigate adverse 
consequences of the contract build as far as practically possible. 
 
An example of this will include re-instating the site as early within the build phase as possible to 
ensure that seasonality and its effect on the completed site are considered.  
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Project Delivery Team 

 
Jilly Saunders, 

HAGS Service: 

Play industry experience: 

Previous experience

Job title: 

Company:

Dates: 

Overview:

Job title: 

Company:

Dates: 

Overview:

Skills

Specialisms: 

Training:

Qualifications:

What Jilly will bring 

to youOverview of HAGS role
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Paul Buckley, 

HAGS Service: 

Play industry experience: 

Previous experience

Job title: 

Company:

Dates: 

Overview:

Skills

Specialist: 

Training:

Qualifications:

What Paul will 

bring to you
Overview of HAGS role
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Case Studies 
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Freedom of Information 

Non-disclosure of commercially sensitive documents under Freedom of Information 
Act  

HAGS-SMP Ltd. consider our proposal return documentation to be commercially sensitive information 
under the Freedom of Information Act 2000. We request it is not disclosed on the grounds that its 
disclosure under this Act would, or would be likely to, prejudice the commercial interests of any 
person holding it without upholding any public interest. 
 
Commercially sensitive extends to, but is not limited to: pricing, company structure and resources, 
method statements for the delivery of the works and services and descriptions of our products or 
bespoke environment designs. Release of this information would give commercial competitors an 
unfair advantage against HAGS-SMP Ltd. on any future proposal submissions. 
 
However, our 3D visual design drawings may be reviewed and released under a FOI Act request as 
this is generally available within the public domain or may have been displayed at a public event.
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